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TOTAL COST INCLUDING INSTALLATION OF THE ABOVE EXAMPLE

Option 1 Klick Stainless Chassis with Polymer Shelving  £ 11,960 Ex Vat

Option 2 Metro Top Track with Polymer Shelving   £ 13,232 Ex Vat

Option 3 Metro Kwik Trak with Polymer Shelving   £ 14,567 Ex Vat

Option 4 Klick Stainless Chassis with Stainless Shelving  £ 15,875 Ex Vat

METRO™ SHELVING UNITS – TOP TRACK & KWIK TRAK  Versus  HIGH DENSITY STORAGE - ROLLER RACK – KLICK CHASSIS

Each system is bespoke and as such requires a free site survey to determine exact specification, design, space envelope 

and restrictions (doorways, access routes, pillars etc.). We have used the following example to demonstrate cost difference. 

Whilst in this model we use 6 shelves per bay, any number can be specified dependent upon requirement, as can the 

actual bay sizes, here represented with a nominal 1500d x 600w x 1800h (approx. depending on system chosen).

In these examples, all of the 

systems increase storage capacity 

by 50%, over conventional racking 

storage, based on 900mm 

walkways between static bays. 

The four examples shown do not 

represent all the shelving options we 

have available.  Further types and 

materials can be provided.

The Attributes table (shown left) 

represents our own opinion and does not 

consider end user preference.

SIZES

All systems have their limitations but with a vast array of shelf types and 

sizes we are confident that a system can be tailored to your specific need. 

All systems are effectivley unlimited in terms of length and whilst the 

Metro options are available in depths of up to 3600mm, the Klick Chassis 

is already in use with bays up to 7500mm deep.

Our primary goal is to make recommendations on which you can make informed decisions. After the requirement to 

maximise space the next consideration should be understanding the products being stored.  Boxed general consumables 

do not need to be stored on stainless shelves - a budget chrome wire system will suffice.  Conversely, where sterile packs 

are to be stored, it would be a false economy to use a system that represents more of a tear risk. As an indication of the 

difference in price, our budget Klick chassis system with chrome wire shelving (as per the above specification, with 6 

shelves per bay) comes in at around £ 9,500 delivered and installed in comparison to £ 15,875 for the stainless steel shelved 

option.

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

KLICK METRO METRO KLICK

CHASSIS TOP TRACK KWIK TRAK CHASSIS

Poly Shelves Poly Shelves Poly Shelves S/S Shelves

Trip hazard risk on floor NO NO YES NO

Clear access to active aisle YES YES NO YES

Sterile pack tear risk MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM LOW

Easily cleaned by hand AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE YES

Removable mats for hot wash YES YES YES NO

Weight loading EXCELLENT GOOD EXCELLENT EXCELLENT

Ergonomic use fully loaded EXCELLENT NO AVERAGE EXCELLENT

Hand wheel operation YES NO NO YES

Adjustable height shelves YES YES YES YES

ATTRIBUTES


